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Abstract

This paper questions the logic behind the presence and the working of the EPP-feature in Polish dual copula clauses (henceforth, DCCs) with the pronominal copula to, the verbal copula być ‘to be’, and two nominative 3rd person DPs, as represented in Bondaruk (2019). The criticism follows from: (i) – Chomsky’s (2000, 2001) downward Agree operation; (ii) – the view that the predicator encodes the predication relation between the pre-copular subject and the post-copular predicate; (iii) – selective multiple Agree, whereby the satisfaction of the EPP- and ϕ-features is divorced. Adopting (i)–(iii), Bondaruk’s scrutiny allows either the pre- or the post-copular DP to occupy SpecTP, thereby accounting for DCCs’ agreement and configurational patterns, but, simultaneously, suffering from theoretical shortcomings it creates. We argue for a simpler satisfaction of the subject requirement which does not rely on the troublesome EPP-feature, but is motivated formally by the relation between T and the higher DP. We derive this requirement by following Zeijlstra’s (2012) upward Agree which only takes place once interpretable features c-command uninterpretable features, and Rothstein’s (2004) approach which is based on a neo-Davidsonian event semantics and which argues that być and its complement form a complex predicate, separated from the pre-copular DP both semantically and syntactically.
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1. Introduction

Originating in early 1980’s (Chomsky 1981, 1982), the Extended Projection Principle (henceforth, EPP) requires each clause to have a subject (Svenonius 2002: 9). Initially

---

1 This paper focuses only on bi-nominative to być copular sentences with the obligatory pronominal copula to that invariably requires DP, in the nominative, and the verbal copula być ‘to be’ that can be dropped in the present tense. See section 2.2.2 for discussion.


3 There are various approaches to the EPP. For Rizzi (1982), EPP is exclusively subject-oriented, necessitating either lexical or null subjects, depending on the richness of verbal agreement (cf. Biberauer and Roberts 2010;
considered from various standpoints (morphophonological – Holmberg 2000; semantic – Rothstein 1983; Williams 1980), it is now usually conflated with syntactic attributes (but see Kiss 2002; Roberts and Roussou 2002). Early Minimalism (Chomsky 1995) formalised the EPP as an independent D-feature on T and DPs, the one on T [-interpretable; +strong] and requiring checking. This checking, although involving lexical items, motivated SpecTP and movement therein structurally (Chomsky 1995: 341), for besides lexical subjects, SpecTP can also host semantically empty expletives. Later Minimalism (e.g. Chomsky 2001) strengthened the EPP’s syntactic status, making it an uninterpretable selectional feature (Chomsky 2001: 9) and the EPP-requirement purely configurational. Al-Horais (2013) and Lasnik (2001) observe, for instance, that DP-movement to SpecTP does not value T’s EPP-feature because DP lacks this feature.4 Contrastively, other formal features on T and DP (e.g. φ-features) require no movement, being valued at a distance by Chomsky’s (2000, 2001) Agree relation.5

Such a configurational guise of the EPP-feature is found in Polish DCCs. An example of a DCC is (1), featuring two nominative 3rd person DPs and two copulas (pronominal to and verbal być ‘to be’), the latter agreeing in φ-features with the post-verbal DP.6 7

Holmberg 2010). Alboiou (2000) parameterises the EPP-feature itself, manifestable as D-feature (requiring DP in SpecTP), V-feature (requiring V-movement to T), or T-feature (requiring a predicate XP in SpecTP). For Sigurðsson (2003), the nominative is checked already within vP and DP-movement to SpecTP is due to Person Prominence Principle, i.e., the requirement that the person feature be visualised at the leftmost edge of TP (Sigurðsson’s IP/PersP). To substantiate this claim, he considers the so-called quirky subject constructions (i)–(ii), whereby the verb shows 3rd person ‘defective agreement’ with the initial dative argument, and only number agreement with the post-verbal nominative argument (in this respect, cf. also section 2.2.3 and the feature mismatch in DCCs with initial 3rd person DPs, as opposed to DCCs with initial 1st and 2nd person DPs).

(i) *Mér höfðu leïðst bið
me-DAT had-2-PL bored you-NOM
‘I had found you boring’

(ii) Mér höfðu leïðst beir
me-DAT had-3-PL bored they-NOM
‘I had found them boring.’

For Haeberli (2003), DP-movement to SpecTP is a formal requirement because T’s [T+, V+, D-, N-] and D’s [D+, N+, T-, V-] feature matrices must become valued/positive by the end of the derivation. The movement of a D-category thus follows from T’s negatively specified categorial feature [D-]. This approach resembles the one advanced here which takes the DP-movement to SpecTP to be due to T’s lack of the inherent nominal property (cf. section 2.2.1) (we thank Reviewer 2 for bringing this similarity to our attention).

4 We disregard here the Edge Feature, EPP’s incarnation in the ‘phase theory era’ (e.g. Chomsky 2001). It attracts lexical items to the phasal edge so they can participate in further syntactic operations.
5 Following Chomsky (2000: 101, 121–123) and Chomsky (2001: 3–6), the Agree relation can be taken to hold between α (Probe) and β (Goal) if: (i) – α carries unvalued φ-features; (ii) – β carries valued φ-features and an unvalued case feature; (iii) – α c-commands β; (iv) – α and β are active i.e., possess unvalued features; (v) – there is no γ closer to α than β, even if γ is inactive (cannot agree with α).
6 Despite numerous analyses, the status of the Polish particle to remains unresolved. See section 2.2.2 for a more detailed discussion.
7 Bondaruk (2019) and Citko (2008) offer most comprehensive accounts on Polish DCCs, though the former is more detailed and handles phenomena (e.g. agreement with DP) the latter cannot (see Bondaruk 2013 for details). Given that, and the fact that problematic issues we address are largely shared (although with some
This ϕ-agreement pattern compels Bondaruk (2019) to dissociate the satisfaction of the EPP-feature from the valuation of T’s ϕ-features (contra Chomsky 2008, 2001). T probes the pre- and the post-copular DP (henceforth, DP₁ and DP₂, respectively) for different features (contra Hiraiwa 2005, where a single Probe and multiple Goals share their features), an instance of selective multiple Agree which she adopts to account for two DCC types. These are predicational (1) and specificational (2) DCCs, their simplified derivations shown in (3)–(4), respectively (numeral indexes show feature valuation scenarios).

First, multiple valuation of u-case features as nominative by T is dubious. In (4), for instance, T probes DP₁ for ϕ-features (valuing in return its u-case feature) and DP₂ for EPP reasons. Given that, the valuation of DP₁’s u-case feature becomes murky, for T’s uϕ-features have already been valued by DP₁. No property inherent in T seems to motivate multiple Agree, even if T probes both DPs simultaneously, escaping the Defective Intervention Constraint (henceforth, DIC) effects. Whilst T’s uϕ-features necessitate agreement with an appropriate Goal, this in no way implies multiple Agree. A single Goal (DP₁) suffices to value T’s features, which completes the Agree relation between the two, manifested by the verb’s ϕ-agreement with DP₁ only.

Second, the movement of the farther DP₂ in specificational DCCs violates relativised minimality effects (Rizzi 1990; Zeijlstra 2012), whereby a syntactic operation between A and C is blocked if another constituent B, capable of satisfying it, intervenes between the two. To circumvent the problem of DP₂ movement to SpecTP, Bondaruk (2019) follows Mikkelsen’s alterations, highlighted whenever necessary) by both approaches, we focus here on the critical analysis of Bondaruk’s approach.

---

8 This operation is Chomsky’s (2001) approach to case checking as a reflex of valuing T’s uϕ-features, for T’s formal content is [uϕ; EPP] and DP₁ and DP₂ are [iϕ; u-case].

9 According to DIC, Agree cannot involve Probe α (T) and Goal γ (DP₂) in α > β > γ, β (DP₁) being inactive, having already agreed with α (Chomsky 2000: 123).
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(2005) idea and adopts a topic-feature-based dependency holding exclusively between T and DP₂, the feature which DP₁ lacks and, consequently, does not intervene between them. The postulation of this topic-feature is due to the fact that DP₂ in specificational DCCs represents discourse-old information (Bondaruk 2013: 278–279, 2019: 123–124; Mikkelsen 2005: 163). Nevertheless, the very necessity of circumventing both the DIC effects (by means of multiple Agree) and the relativised minimality effects (by means of additional features) in itself suggests that Agree and movement phenomena should both be confined to locality conditions.

Third, as Haider (2016: 25) observes with respect to the EPP: “[i]t does not refer to a property of linguistic signs but to the result of a derivation”. The EPP is thus not a feature, for it presupposes no valuation between the Probe and the Goal. But then, what drives SpecTP movement of DPs in DCCs if the EPP-satisfaction lacks formal motivation? Furthermore, since in Bondaruk (2019: 120) the EPP-requirement simply states that SpecTP be occupied i.e., it allows for SpecTP-movement of DP which does not necessarily value T’s uφ-features, what (and why) determines whether the EPP is satisfied by DP₁ or by DP₂? If, as Bondaruk (2019: 123) herself notes, SpecTP-movement may also be determined by the topic feature (the proposal in itself devised just to bypass the relativised minimality effects) of DP₂ in specificational DCCs, then the claim that the EPP requirement only requires a lexically occupied SpecTP is simply false. Essentially, the proposal that different DPs may satisfy the EPP requirement merely restates the observation in formal terms, but does not explain why DP-movement patterns in DCCs are the way they are.

These issues will receive a principled explanation once the subject requirement operates exclusively within the reformulated Chomsky’s (2001) Agree relation (holding only if i-features c-command u-features) coupled with the reformulated predication relation (holding between DP₁ and być + DP₂ complement).

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2.1 briefly reviews Polish DCCs. Section 2.2 covers the analysis. Section 2.2.1 highlights the problematic status of the EPP in Chomsky’s (2000, 2001) Agree operation. Next, it offers an alternative take on the EPP which is based on Zeljstra’s (2012) upward Agree and motivated by formal-semantic relations involving the finite T, DP₁, and vP/VP in contexts with lexical verbs. The subject requirement thus obtained is invariably satisfied by DP₁ separated syntactically and semantically from the predicate and asserted its semantic property. Section 2.2.2 extends the subject requirement as defined in section 2.2.1, to hold also of DCCs. It does so by additionally drawing from Rothstein’s (2004) approach to predication built on a neo-Davidsonian event semantics. Some space is also devoted to determining the status and the role of the nominal copula to. Section 2.2.3 briefly outlines the derivation of Polish DCCs within the confines of the approach advanced in sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Section 3 concludes the discussion.
2. Eliminating the EPP-feature from Polish dual copula clauses

2.1. General remarks on dual copula clauses

Polish DCCs are clauses with the pronominal copula *to* and the verbal copula *być ‘to be’, surrounded by two nominative DPs. The different configuration of these DPs with respect to *być* produces two types of DCCs, predicational (1) and specificational (2).11 In (1), the initial DP *ta okolica ‘this neighbourhood’* is ascribed the property of being the outskirts of the city by DP₂ predicate *obrzeża miasta ‘outskirts of the city’*. In (2), the order is reversed, with the initial DP₂ predicate *obrzeża miasta* specified by DP₁ *ta okolica*. The agreement in DCCs is always the same; the verbal copula agrees with a post-copular DP. This pattern is characteristic of DCCs only, for dropping *to* yields φ-agreement between DP₁ and the copula (5)–(6).12 13

---

10 This section only highlights key aspects for our scrutiny. For a comprehensive, multi-faceted survey of copular clauses in Polish (and English), see Bondaruk (2013).

11 For Błaszczak and Geist (2000: 118, 124, 2001: 247, 251) (but see also Geist 2007 for similar remarks on Russian), Polish predicational copular clauses lack *to*, featuring only the verbal copula *być ‘to be’* and the instrumental case-marked DP (e.g. *Piotr jest moim nauczycielem*, lit. *‘Peter is myINSTR teacherINSTR’*). Błaszczak and Geist argue that *to* behaves similarly to coordinating conjunctions, namely, it functions as a linking device establishing the relation between two constituents. Consequently, they classify DCCs not as predicational, but specificational or equative (Błaszczak and Geist 2000: 124). For details on what determines the specificational and equative interpretation, see Geist (2007).

12 Unlike English, Polish does not use articles so its bare DPs₂ in (5)–(6) are predicate-denoting despite being translated by definite DPs. See Geist (2007) for similar considerations on Russian, another article-less language, and English. Consult Bondaruk (2019) and, especially, Bondaruk (2013) for an overview of tests/analyses to distinguish predicational from specificational copular clauses.

13 The interpretation of clause (5) somewhat differs from that of clause (6). For example, while *to być + DP NOM* clauses are more expressive, *być + DP INSTR* clauses are more neutral. Hence, although (i) and (ii) can be uttered to emphasize that ‘this neighbourhood’ is part of the city, (ii) is more suggestive, implying anger or frustration. Furthermore, *być + DP INSTR* clauses may show aspectual marking (iii) unavailable in *to być + DP NOM* clauses (iv). See Bondaruk (2014, 2013: 152–155, 214–216) for more detailed remarks on the interpretational differences between different types of Polish copular clauses.

(i) *Ta okolica była obrzeżami miasta, a nie jakąś tam wioską*

this neighbourhood-NOM was outskirts-INSTR of-city, and not some-INSTR any village-INSTR

‘This neighbourhood was the outskirts of the city, and not just any village’

(ii) *Ta okolica to były obrzeża miasta, a nie jakąś tam wioska*

this neighbourhood-NOM COP were outskirts-NOM of-city, and not some-NOM any village-NOM

‘This neighbourhood was the outskirts of the city, and not just any village’

(iii) *Ta okolica bywała obrzeżami miasta, ale to dawne czasy*

this neighbourhood-NOM was-IMPERF outskirts-INSTR of-city, but it old-NOM times-NOM

‘This neighbourhood was the outskirts of the city, but that was a long time ago.’

(iv) *Ta okolica to bywały obrzeża miasta, ale to dawne czasy*

this neighbourhood-NOM COP was-IMPERF outskirts-NOM of-city, but it old-NOM times-NOM

‘This neighbourhood was the outskirts of the city, but that was a long time ago.’
Citko (2008) offers some remarks on the syntax and semantics of DCCs (e.g. their typological status or extraction/movement phenomena), but provides little as regards their agreement patterns. In fact, she only discusses contexts where T and two DPs agree in φ-features (7).14

For her, T has a complete set of uφ-features and undergoes multiple Agree with both DPs, valuing their u-case features as nominative (cf. Hiraiwa 2002). T, in return, has its uφ-features valued as 3rd person-SG. T also carries the EPP-feature which triggers the movement of the closer DP to SpecTP. In contrast to Bondaruk (2019), Citko’s multiple Agree is thus non-selective, for T probes both DPs for the same features. This obviously blurs the picture of verbal agreement whenever two DPs show φ-features mismatch, although Citko does not address this issue. Bondaruk’s (2019) perspective partly overlaps with Citko (2008) (e.g. the finite T also values the u-case features of two DPs as nominative), but given the problem that Citko’s (2008) approach faces, Bondaruk formulates a more advantageous proposal. Based on selective multiple Agree, it allows to account for the valuation of T’s uφ-features and the EPP-feature by two different DPs ((3)–(4)). These different feature valuation scenarios allow her to account for φ-agreement patterns between DPs and być, even if DPs show φ-features mismatch.

As for the structure of DCCs, they are frequently taken to feature syntactically manifested predication (but cf. Rutkowski 2006, who places to in T and base-generates the subject DP in Topic Phrase in the left periphery of the clause). Hence, despite certain differences, Bondaruk (2019) and Citko (2008) come up with partly overlapping cartographies (8)–(9). For convenience’s sake, Citko’s example (8) is imposed on Bondaruk’s syntactic template in (9).

---

14 DCCs like (6) or (7) may, of course, be turned into być + DP_instr clauses by dropping to and having the post-copular DP in instrumental.
Citko’s (2008) πP-projection corresponds to Bondaruk’s PredP, both authors following Bowers’s (1993) idea that predication requires syntactic manifestation of the form \([\text{PredP subject [Pred' Pred predicate]}]\). Its structure is ternary, centred around the predicator which expresses the relation between the subject (in SpecPredP) and the predicate (Pred’s complement) of which neither is more prominent than the other. Citko correlates to and być with T and Pred, the latter LF-raising to T to provide to with the temporal property (since tense marking is manifested on the verb and not to). She takes the π Pred head (the verbal copula) to be a coordination conjunction linking the same lexical categories (cf. also discussion in section 2.2.2). Bondaruk finds the temporal specification of to unappealing and relocates it to Pred, whilst defining być as a type of an unaccusative verb occupying v. Citko (2008) and Bondaruk (2019) both distinguish between defective and non-defective Pred. A non-defective Pred has uφ-features and is capable of valuing the instrumental case on DPs. A non-defective Pred can be found in

---

15 An alternative approach to predication is offered by den Dikken (2006). For him, the predication relation between the subject and the predicate is encoded by the Relator Phrase (RP) with an abstract Relator head as shown in (i) (representation based on den Dikken 2006: 2–3, 11–13). In predicate inversion contexts, he takes the raised predicate to be connected, via the Linker, to a small clause containing the subject (ii) (representation based on den Dikken 2006: 113, 115). Though mediating the predication relation, Relators and Linkers are semantically empty functional heads. See den Dikken (2006) for motivations behind representations (i)–(ii).

(i) \[\text{RP [XP SUBJECT [n RELATOR [vP PREDICATE]]]}\]

(ii) \[\text{LP [vP PREDICATE, [L LINKER + RELATOR, RP [XP SUBJECT [n t1 t2]]]]}]\]
sentences with just a verbal copula as (5). A defective Pred lacks uφ-features and is unable to value DP's case. An example of a defective Pred can be found in DCCs as (1)–(2). That being said, the only probe in DCCs is the finite T whose uφ-features and the [+multiple] property allow it to value the u-case features of two DPs as nominative.

2.2. Reconsidering formal and semantic relations in DCCs

2.2.1. The EPP-requirement in general: Problems and solutions

The downward Agree relation involves a Probe (α) with uφ-features and a Goal (β) with iφ-features and a u-case feature. In Chomsky (2000, 2001), Agree is initiated by a Probe, a functional category (e.g. T), following linearly rightwards (downwards on a derivational tree) in accordance with the c-command condition. It is represented schematically in (10)–(11), example (11) translating to ‘Tomek listens to Metallica’.

\[
\begin{align*}
\ldots \alpha_{[uφ]} \ldots & \text{PROBING} \ldots \beta_{[iφ]} \ldots \\
\text{TP } T_{[uφ]} \ [vP \text{ Tomek}_{[iφ, \text{u-case}]} \text{ słucha Metalliki}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

In (11), T carries uφ-features and probes down for the Goal (Tomek) with matching valued iφ-features. The Goal’s valued φ-features assign the value to T’s and, as a reflex of this agreement, Tomek has its u-case feature valued as nominative. This step completes the Probe-Goal Agree relation, which is why the subsequent movement of Tomek to SpecTP is triggered by T’s EPP-feature. Intrinsically, the EPP’s source is T’s finite property i.e., φ-completeness (Chomsky 2001: 8–9) sanctioning T’s Agree with the Goal in SpecvP and making the latter an appropriate candidate to occupy SpecTP (Chomsky 2001: 4, 6). Notwithstanding, despite licensing nominative agreement and contributing to vP’s temporal reference, TP’s role in Chomsky’s works is marginalised. First, Agree between T and the subject does not contribute to semantics, T’s uφ-features being uninterpretable. Second, the fact that Agree is the (only) mechanism of feature valuation allows the subject, whose case feature have been valued at a distance, to receive Full Interpretation in SpecvP. Hence, no further operation is necessitated by T’s requirements in (12) (simplified, strikethrough represents feature valuation).

\[
\begin{align*}
\ldots T_{[iT, uφ]} \ldots \ [	ext{vp } \text{ słucha}_{[+finite]} \text{ Metalliki}] \\
\end{align*}
\]

The role of the EPP-feature is thus twofold; causing the movement of the subject to SpecTP it also remedies the minor role that TP/T plays in the derivation. This remedy is, however, illusive and leads to circularity. As Haider (2016: 25) observes, the subject moves because of the EPP-

---

16 In Chomsky (2000, 2001) the finite T no longer has the categorial +V-feature (the formal T-V dependency advocated earlier in Chomsky (1995) is abandoned). In Chomsky (2008), temporal properties of T are further reduced and T only receives its Tense and φ-features from C, a phase head.

17 Full Interpretation dictates that all features receive interpretation by the time they reach the PF and LF interfaces (Chomsky 1995: 130).
feature whose presence, in turn, follows from the presence of the subject. Here, we will adopt an alternative view on the subject-requirement as operating within the tenets of Zeijstra’s (2012: 17) upward Agree which complies with the requirement that under Agree i-features c-command u-features.\textsuperscript{18}

\begin{align}
\text{Agree: } \alpha & \text{ can Agree with } \beta \text{ iff:} \\
& \text{a. } \alpha \text{ carries at least one uninterpretable feature and } \beta \text{ carries a matching interpretable feature.} \\
& \text{b. } \beta \text{ c-commands } \alpha. \\
& \text{c. } \beta \text{ is the closest goal to } \alpha.
\end{align}

Given that the subject requirement is satisfied by the nominative DP i.e., DP with a specific \([i\varphi, uT]\) featural matrix, we propose that all instances of Agree (in \(\varphi\)- and case-features) between T and this DP are constrained by (13a-b) (for now, we disregard (13c)). As regards the nominative case-feature, we assume (contra Bondaruk 2019) that it does not crop up as a reflex of DP’s \(\varphi\)-agreement with T, but is simply the \(uT\)-feature (see Pesetsky and Torrego 2004).\textsuperscript{19} The way the subject requirement now operates is as follows. The nominative DP carries the \(uT\)-feature and by virtue of (13a) it functions as a Probe (Goal in Chomsky’s Agree) that looks upwards for the interpretable counterpart which it finds on T. Since in this instance of Agree the i-feature c-commands the u-feature, it satisfies (13b) and SpecTP-movement is unnecessary. The next instance of Agree involves T’s \(u\varphi\)-features. By virtue of (13a), T is a Probe and looks downwards for the \(i\varphi\)-features which it locates on the nominative DP. Because in this case i-features do not c-command u-features, Agree cannot take place and, hence, to satisfy (13b) SpecTP-movement of DP is necessary. The EPP-requirement thus becomes formal for the sake of checking T’s \(u\varphi\)-features.

One could ask, however, why it is T’s \(u\varphi\)-features that determine the subject requirement. Put differently, why does Agree operate the way as captured in (13)? We believe this is due to T’s properties. T is often labelled as ‘extensional’ with respect to the thematic \(vP/-VP\)-domain (e.g. Boeckx 2008: 152–155; Vangsnes 2002), providing the verb’s event denotation with temporal interpretation and allowing \(vP/VP\) to ‘expand’ and connect to the CP-domain expressing force and/or mood (cf. Roberts and Roussou 2002). Biberauer and Roberts (2010:

\textsuperscript{18} In (13), the driving force of Agree is the uninterpretable and not the unvalued status of the Probe’s feature. In Chomsky (2001, 2000), valuation does not seem to be a sufficient trigger for Agree, for it is still possible for multiple DPs with inherently/lexically valued \(\varphi\)-features to participate in a single Agree relation (e.g. in Japanese multiple nominative constructions – see Hiraiwa 2005, Ura 2000). An alternative to Zeijstra’s approach is offered by Bošković (2002). He rejects the EPP arguing that SpecTP must be occupied due to the Inverse Case Filter (cf. Bošković 1997), namely, the requirement that traditional Case assigners assign case features (nominative for T). This requires that case features be under c-command, for they are uninterpretable on both Case assigner and assignee. Hence, the overt movement of the latter to SpecTP (Bošković 2002: 172). Elsewhere, Alexiadou and Agnostopoulou (2001, 2007) offer a principled version of the EPP based on The Subject in-situ Generalisation which says that by Spell-out, \(vP\) can only contain one argument with an unchecked case feature. That SpecTP must be filled is thus constrained by case checking.

\textsuperscript{19} For brevity, we disregard problems with reflex (nominative) case checking in Chomsky (2001). Let us only remark that the transformation from what Chomsky (2001: 4, 6) calls an ‘uninterpretable structural Case’ to ‘nominative’ i.e., from ‘u-Case’ to ‘Case\textsubscript{nom}’/’NOM’ violates the Inclusiveness Principle which, as he himself observes: “bars introduction of new elements (features) in the course of a derivation”. (Chomsky 2001: 2).
argue, for instance, that T and the verb carry both T- and V-features and enter into Agree due to their mutually interrelated properties. Verbs carry the uT-feature since they manifest tense morphology, but lack temporal content on their own. T carries the uV-feature because it lacks the semantics/argument structure of verbs, but is the position where lexical/auxiliary verbs move/are merged. Assuming the above view on the nominative case-feature, T is also extensional with respect to the nominative DP, allowing it to be interpreted in the TP-domain. It is thus reasonable to assume that T’s iT-feature reflects T’s inherent Tense-related property and that because of this property, the movement of a uT-feature-bearing category to T or SpecTP is not mandatory. On the contrary, it is doubtful that T is inherently nominal. V-to-T movement is irrelevant to subject licensing (Biberauer and Roberts 2010: 267; Roberts 2010; Vangsnes 2002), which necessitates an overt D-/φ-features-bearing category in SpecTP (unless, perhaps, in null-subject languages whose verbs may carry D-features). We take this necessity of the movement of an iφ-features-bearing category to SpecTP to be due to T’s lack of the inherent nominal property manifested formally as uφ-features. Semantically-wise, we follow Vangsnes (2002) and claim that nominal properties must be manifested lexically in SpecTP so that the denotations of the subject and the event expressed by the verb both be anchored to the same state of-affairs. Essentially, the presence of the subject in SpecTP: (i) – allows the event denotation to be anchored with respect to the verb’s thematically most prominent argument (Vangsnes 2002: 60–61); (ii) – allows the subject to be identified as a part of this event denotation/state-of-affairs i.e., ascribed the semantic property of (the temporally modified) VP.

Syntactically then, TP represents an Aristotelian bipartite proposition, a point in the derivation where the subject (DP), rendered as SpecTP, is asserted/denied, with the help of tense, some property by the predicate (VP), rendered as T. This proposition is schematised in a simplified form in (14) on the basis of example (11) (‘ASCR’ = ‘is ascribed the property of’).

(14) TP

\[ x \quad \text{T'}, \quad x \subset \text{ASCR} \quad y, \quad x = \text{‘Tomek’}, \quad y = \text{‘shucha Metalliki’} \]

In section 2.2.2 we show that this bipartite structure of proposition also holds of DCCs. Following Rothstein’s (2004) approach to predication, we argue against the semantically void verbal copula and motivate this premise by considering the semantic details of predicate

---

20 Polish DCCs may of course have null subjects. In (i) below, the neighbourhood has already been mentioned in A, so it is salient enough to be left out in B. We disregard such contexts here.

(i) A: Wiesz coś więcej o tej okolicy?
   ‘Do you know more about this neighbourhood?’
   B: To były obrzeża miasta.
   ‘(This neighbourhood) was the outskirts of the city.’

21 Vangsnes actually refers to SpecAgrSP due to investigating the distribution of different subject types in Icelandic Transitive Expletive Constructions (TECs). In TECs, SpecAgrSP is where expletives sit, with their nominal associates (subjects) located in SpecTP (e.g. það hefur verið einhver köttur í eldthásinu ‘There has been some cat in the kitchen’). We follow Vangsnes’s (2002) semantic motivation for the subject requirement, but proceed without assuming AgrSP. Nothing hinges on that.
formation, the corresponding syntactic form it takes, and how these two aspects underlyingly separate DP₁ from the verbal copula and its DP₂ complement. This will allow us to: (i) – dispense with the predicate raising hypothesis and its predictions with respect to semantics of predicational and specificalional DCCs; (ii) – maintain the syntax-semantic primacy of one of the nominative arguments; (iii) – show that the subject requirement as outlined above is uniformly satisfied by the higher nominative DP.²²

2.2.2. The EPP-requirement in DCCs: Deriving the bipartite structure of predication

Consider first the issue of whether być ‘to be’ contributes semantically to the interpretation of (copular) sentences. Neither Bondaruk (2019, 2013) nor Citko (2008) address this issue directly, but syntactic and semantic considerations they offer suggest that they discard such a possibility.²³ For Benveniste, however, (1966: 159, 162), who examines Latin and Ancient Greek verb-less and verbal copular clauses, the difference between the two exists. The former, like Latin omnia praeclara rara, lit. ‘all excellent things [are] rare’, lack the ‘narrative content’ since the nominal predicate introduces no event (cf. Citko 2008, for whom the defective π lacks the eventuality variable). It only asserts the very semantic content about the subject, i.e., expresses general statements/states and universal truths which lack temporal determination (cf. Meillet 1906).²⁴ This temporal determination crops up in the latter, like Latin omnia praeclara rara sunt, ‘all excellent things are rare’, where be relates the event time to the speech time, thereby yielding the narration of a situation (Benveniste 1966: 159, 162–163). The same difference also characterises the Polish copular clauses.

(15) Marek to lekarz
Marek-NOM COP doctor-NOM
‘Marek is a doctor’

(16) Marek to jest lekarz
Marek-NOM COP is-3-SG doctor-NOM
‘Marek is a doctor’

The verb-less one in (15) only informs that there is a property of ‘doctorhood’ ascribed to Marek by the predicative DP alone. A naïve interpretation of (15) would be that ‘Marek has the

²² The predicate raising hypothesis is defined in (i) and yields the semantics of predicational and specificalional DCCs as captured in (ii). This hypothesis has been widely advocated by Moro (1997), Zamparelli (2000), Adger and Ramchand (2003), Bondaruk (2012, 2019), amongst others.

²³ This stance is dominant amongst scholars (e.g. Déchaîne 1993; den Dikken 2006; Heycock 2013).

²⁴ We discuss temporal properties of verb-less copular clauses later in this section while scrutinising the status of the word to.
property of a doctor’. Contrastively, the presence of być in (16), a DCC, locates the semantic content of the predicative DP in a temporally determined eventuality, which yields a proposition asserting that ‘there is an event in which it holds (at some time t) that Marek has the property of doctorhood’. The interpretational disparity between (15) and (16), however subtle it is, suggests that we should not treat być ‘to be’ as completely semantically void (in this respect, cf. also Partee 1987: 375, 2000, 2010). But even if it is even minimally semantically substantive, Benveniste’s remarks do not say why be would form a predicate together with its post-verbal complement. A plausible reason is, however, offered by Rothstein (2004) who, like Benveniste, takes be to introduce a temporally determined eventuality.25, 26 Unlike him, however, she claims that whilst lexical verbs introduce both the eventuality and its property (e.g. the verb read introduces the event whose property is ‘reading’), the verbal copula does not specify the property it introduces. It is only after be combines with its complement like a referential DP (Rothstein 2004: 243–246) or an adjective (ibid. 289–297, 318–326) that we can determine what kind of eventuality it is. To capture Rothstein’s idea we may use the fairly simplified logical notations in (17)–(18) (′P(e)′ = ’property of eventuality’). Expressed in such terms, the complex predicate [być + post-copular complement] in (18) follows from syntax-semantic considerations, for only a syntactically complex form can denote a fully semantically specified eventuality. Hence, the infelicitous status of examples like (19), where the DP₁ subject accompanied only by the verbal copula is not ascribed any property.27

(17) [lexical verb(e & P(e))] 

(18) [verbal copula(e) [complement(P(e))]]

(19) *Marek jest [complement(P(e))] 

Marek is-3-SG

‘Marek is’

25 She follows a neo-Davidsonian semantics theory (see Parsons 1990), whereby verbs denote event arguments ‘e’ and introduce a set of thematic roles (e.g. Agent, Goal) which denote functions from events into individuals. A neo-Davidsonian semantics of Marek napisał artykuł ‘Marek wrote an article’ is given in (i). The existentially-bound event variable (∃e) represents an expression which denotes the truth value ‘1’ i.e., ‘true’ if it holds that y ⊂ ASCR to x, where x = subject and y = predicate.

(i) ∃e (WRITE(e) & AGENT(e, Marek) & GOAL(e, artykuł) & PAST(e))

26 Examining the behaviour of state expressions, Maienborn (2005, 2007, 2011, 2019) shows that sentences with the copula be behave like stative verbs (e.g. know, weigh, cost, own, resemble, etc.) and, hence, unlike state verbs (e.g. sit, stand, lie, wait, gleam, sleep), do not meet the criteria for Davidsonian eventualities. Thus, they cannot serve as infinitival complements of perception verbs, cannot combine with locative modifiers and manner adverbia (Maienborn 2019: 41–43). Instead, they are shown to instantiate Kimian states (Kim 1969, 1976) in that: (i) they are not accessible to direct perception, (ii) have no location in space, (iii) no unique manner of realisation, (iv) can be located in time, (v) are reified entities of thought/discourse, (vi) are closed under complementation (2019: 47–52). See Maienborn (2011, 2019) for detailed remarks.

27 Such examples are grammatical but in contexts with ellipted post-copular complements.

(i) Tomek to nie jest lekarz, ale Marek jest. 

Tomek COP not is-3-SG doctor, but Marek is-3-SG

‘Tomek is not a doctor, but Marek is.’
Assuming this standpoint, the derivational step marking the establishment of a complex predicate in DCCs will be [Pred'] instantiating the merger of być and its complement. In this respect, consider now the semantics of the predicational DCC from (16)-(20) up to the point where [Pred'] is formed. We use lambda (λ) abstraction to account for how the structure is combined and interpreted in the semantics. Since be assigns no thematic roles, we use ‘Arg₁’ and ‘Arg₂’ rather than ‘Agent’ and ‘Patient’ to annotate external and internal arguments, respectively.

(20) Marek to jest lekarz
    Marek COP is-3-SG doctor
    ‘Marek is a doctor’

(21) [Pred]: λy λx λe [P(e) & Arg₁(e) = x & Arg₂(e) = y(P(e)) & y = x]²⁸

(22) [Pred’]: λy λe [P(e) & Arg₁(e) = x & Arg₂(e) = y(P(e)) & y = x] (lekarz) =
    λe [being-a-doctor(s) & Arg₁(s) = x & Arg₂(s) = lekarz(P(e)) & lekarz = x]

In (21), the proposition from (20) is turned by a λ-operator into a function represented by the verbal copula być ([Pred]). This function selects the arguments of the proposition and replaces (λ-abstracts) them by variables ‘x’, ‘y’, the latter specifying the property P(e) of the eventuality introduced by być. At this point, we take the fact that DCCs denote non-eventive assertions in which, at some time t, something holds rather than begins/is in progress/culminates, to indicate that both predicative and referential post-copular DPs introduce a state s rather than an event e argument (see Parsons 1990 for discussion; cf. also Bondaruk 2013: 217). For example, in (22), być merges with lekarz ‘a doctor’, which is interpreted in the semantics as the application of the function to the predicative Arg₂. This results in the formation of the predicate [Pred’] whose paraphrase could be: ‘an eventuality which instantiates the state of doctorhood’. Predicate formation is defined by Rothstein (2004: 138) as follows.

(23) If κ is the translation of a syntactic predicate then κ → λx.κ²⁹

In the semantics, κ is prefixed by λx (24) which means that the semantic content of κ will be applied to the denotation of the referential Arg₁.

²⁸ To account for the predicative use of DPs, Partee (1987) uses the ident operator ‘ident: λy λx [y = x]’. It maps any ‘y’ to the property identical to ‘y’. When applied to the predicative DP lekarz ‘a doctor’, it yields λx [λy [lekarz(y)] = x] so DP thus mapped denotes the property identical to that of a doctor. The notation ‘y = x’ is simplified for expository reasons.

²⁹ We use κ instead of Rothstein’s α since here α = Probe. The term ‘syntactic’ follows from Chierchia (2004) and Rothstein’s (1995) considerations, whereby the sentence has a bipartite structure – a function (predicate) and an argument (subject). The function is structurally incomplete and must apply to a complete constituent (argument) to be closed. This idea reverberates Frege (1891/1960), where the ‘saturated’/’unsaturated’ status is determined by constituents’ combinatorial properties (Rothstein 2004: 44). DPs are inherently saturated, for they can stand on their own. VPs are inherently incomplete, as they require DPs to form a sentence (cf. Frege 1891/1960: 31). This requirement is syntactic because it holds regardless of verbs’ thematic properties (Rothstein 2004: 44–49). It characterises predicates with lexical verbs (e.g. visited John), the copula be, or raising verbs like seem (e.g. is a tall man and seems that John is late).
(24) \[\textbf{[Pred']}: \lambda x \lambda e \text{ [being-a-doctor}(s) \& \text{Arg}_1(s) = x \& \text{Arg}_2(s) = \text{lekarz}_{(P(s))} \& \text{lekarz} = x]\]

Assuming, as commonly done, that the basic DP order in DCCs is \(\text{DP}_{\text{referential}} > \text{być} > \text{DP}_{\text{predicative}}\), the fact that \(\kappa\) translates to a syntactic and semantic predicate (to which the predicative \(\text{Arg}_2\) contributes semantically) implies that \(\text{Arg}_2 \in \kappa\). In this respect, consider now the semantics of \([\text{Pred'}]\) in specificational DCCs like (25).

(25) \textit{Lekarz to jest Marek}

\text{doctor COP is-3-SG Marek}

‘A doctor is Marek’

(26) \[\textbf{[Pred]: } \lambda y \lambda x \lambda e \text{ [P}(e) \& \text{Arg}_1(e) = x \& \text{Arg}_2(e) = y_{(P(s))} \& x = y]\]

(27) \[\textbf{[Pred']}: \lambda y \lambda e \text{ [P}(e) \& \text{Arg}_1(e) = x \& \text{Arg}_2(e) = y_{(P(s))} \mid \text{marek} = \lambda e \text{ [existence-of-marek}(s) \& \text{Arg}_1(s) = x \& \text{Arg}_2(s) = \text{Marek}_{(P(s))} \& x = \text{Marek}]\]

(28) \[\textbf{[Pred']}: \lambda x \lambda e \text{ [existence-of-marek}(s) \& \text{Arg}_1(s) = x \& \text{Arg}_2(s) = \text{Marek}_{(P(s))} \& x = \text{Marek}]\]

In (27), \text{być} merges with \text{Marek}, so the function first applies to the referential \(\text{Arg}_2\) which specifies the property \(P(s)\) of the eventuality introduced by \text{być}.\(^\text{30}\) This step results in the formation of \([\text{Pred'}]\). Since \(\text{Arg}_2\) is not used predicatively but refers to an individual, we assume that the denotation of \([\text{Pred'}]\) \textit{jest Marek} ‘is Mark’ is simply ‘an eventuality instantiating the state of existence for Marek’. As in (24), \(\kappa\) translates to a syntactic and semantic predicate of which \(\text{Arg}_2\) is part. In (28), the denotation of \(\kappa\) is prefixed by \(\lambda x\) and will apply to the denotation of the predicative \(\text{Arg}_1\).

Considering this semantics-based scrutiny we observe that \(\kappa\) in (24) and (28) is not the same. The ‘predicational \(\kappa\)’ (which we label \(\epsilon\)) predicates of the referential DP, and the ‘specificational \(\kappa\)’ (which we label \(\rho\)) specifies the value for the variable set up by the predicative DP. This means that the predicative DPs in (24) and (28) are not the same either, for the one in the predicative DCC is syntactically and semantically part of \(\epsilon\) which \textit{predicates} of the referential DP, and the one in the specificational DCC is \textit{specified} by \(\rho\) of which the referential DP is now part. This difference cannot come from predicate raising, for given the underlying word order \(\text{DP}_{\text{referential}} > \text{być} > \text{DP}_{\text{predicative}}\), \(\text{DP}_{\text{predicative}}\) cannot be specified by \(\rho\), where \(\rho = \text{być} + \text{DP}_{\text{predicative}}\) if \(\text{DP}_{\text{predicative}} \in \epsilon\), \(\epsilon = \text{być} + \text{DP}_{\text{predicative}}\) and the formation of \(\epsilon\) is the initial derivational step of a DCC. The difference must thus arise from the order at which the function applies to arguments, which, in turn, suggests that the predicative DP in (25) is base-generated in SpecPredP just as the referential DP in (20). This is summarised in (29)–(30). We conclude that the formation of \(\epsilon\) and \(\rho\) does not take place within the same derivation, but implicates two different derivations.

(29) \text{DP}_{\text{referential}}\text{ is in SpecPredP: ‘predicated of’ (by } \epsilon, \epsilon = \text{być} + \text{DP}_{\text{predicative}}\text{)}

(30) \text{DP}_{\text{predicative}}\text{ is in SpecPredP: ‘specified’ (by } \rho, \rho = \text{być} + \text{DP}_{\text{referential}}\text{)}

\(^{30}\) In compliance with (20), ‘\(P(s)\)’ always comes from the DP\(_2\) complement, regardless of whether it is used predicatively or referentially.
Taking these considerations into account, we claim, contra Bondaruk (2019, 2013), that the subject requirement in Polish DCCs only holds of the nominative DP. We now move on to determine the status/role of the word to and the derivational step at which κ applies to x. We discuss these issues in the respective order.

As already indicated (section 1, fn.6), the status of the particle to is vague and different scholars consider it from various standpoints. For example, Rutkowski (2006) (but cf. also Hentschel 2001) defines to as a demonstrative pronoun located in SpecTP, with DP1 base-generated in the left periphery (SpecTopP) and DP2 functioning as a VP-internal subject. For Tajsner (2015a, 2015b), to functions as a focus marker, heading the Specification Predication Phrase (S-PredP). As noted earlier (fn.1), Błaszczak and Geist (2001) consider to a conjunction-like particle. They also take it to project its own etoP projection (they examine both Polish and Russian), thereby linking two elements (one in SpecetoP and the other as the complement of to). Here, we basically follow Bondaruk (2019, 2013) in that to represents a pronominal copula with clitic-like properties owing to which it shows distributional patterns as in (31)–(32), these being, perhaps, subject to some PF-movement constraints (cf. Bondaruk 2013: 234–240).

Contra Bondaruk, however, we do not place it in Pred, but base-generate in T, the choice following from the distribution of to and być ‘to be’ in DCCs. As (33)–(34) show, to is obligatory in past, present, and future tense DCCs, whereas być can be dropped in the present tense DCCs, the fact annotated by placing it in brackets in (33).

(31) Warsaw to jest stolica Polski
Warsaw-NOM-3-SG COP is-3-SG capital-NOM-3-SG of Poland-GEN-3-SG
‘Warsaw is the capital of Poland’

(32) Warsaw jest to stolica Polski
Warsaw-NOM is-3-SG COP capital-NOM-3-SG of Poland-GEN-3-SG
‘Warsaw is the capital of Poland’

Suppose then, that past and future tense DCCs carry the past and the future tense specified for the categorial verbal [+V] and nominal [+D] features and, hence, the obligatory presence of both copulas in (34). Contrastively, present tense DCCs carry the present tense feature which does not require the [+V] feature and may be satisfied by the nominal item alone. This allows for copular clauses with only the pronominal copula like in (15) above. Similar considerations have been followed (e.g. Alharbi 2017; Benmamoun 2000, 2008; Doron 1986) to account for Hebrew and Arabic present tense copular clauses. Benmamoun (2008: 125), for example, takes the Hebrew pronominal copula (which agrees with the subject in number and gender but lacks any tense marking) to be the manifestation of the present tense’s nominal feature whose
specification is, accordingly, [+D, number, gender].\textsuperscript{31} We argue that to plays the same role in Polish copular clauses. It manifests the present tense’s nominal feature whose formal guise is simply [+D] because to lacks any kind of agreement morphology.\textsuperscript{32} The proposal that to is implicated in feature valuation with T has three major benefits. First, since to remains a nominal item, we can still account for its clitic-like properties and distribution in examples like (33)–(34). Second, the location of to is no longer problematic, even considering its lack of tense morphology, an issue raised by Bondaruk (2019: 117). Third, the temporal property of verb-less copular clauses like (15) receives a straightforward explanation. The present tense has only the nominal feature to value (but cf. fn.32), so it requires no verbal item/morphology to convey the present tense interpretation.\textsuperscript{33} But because T does not have to be paired with a verbal head or other temporal markers, examples like (15) lack an unambiguously located temporal reference.

Finally, let us account for the ascription of κ’s denotation to the subject. We have already suggested (section 2.2.1), that TP is where the proposition is encoded configurationally between the subject (in SpecTP) and the predicate (T’). Assume then, that after DP, merges with [Pred’] it yields [PredP] which is too small a domain for establishing proposition.\textsuperscript{34} It is only when [PredP] merges with T that κ is temporally modified and can be applied to the denotation of the subject. We take this temporal modification to have a syntax-semantic guise. In the semantics, T, a modifier of type <κ,κ>, takes as its complement the predicate [Pred’] and returns the same predicate [Pred’], but whose eventuality is now modified by tense. Adopting Biberauer and Roberts’s (2010) T-verb Agree relation, we take the syntactic reflex of this modification to be the valuation of the verb’s uT-feature by T’s iT-feature, which provides the verb with temporal content. The denotation of this temporally modified κ is ascribed/applied to DP\textsubscript{1} once it occupies SpecTP. Examples (35)–(37) show, in the respective order, the formation of κ, its temporal modification by T, and the ascription of its denotation to DP\textsubscript{1} which has moved to SpecTP in the predicational DCC. Examples (38)–(40) show the same for the specificational DCC.

\textsuperscript{31} Similarly to Polish, Hebrew (i) and Arabic (ii) present tense copular clauses may do without the verbal copula. Interestingly, they may also do without the pronominal copula (indicated by brackets). In such cases, Benmamoun takes the nominal feature of the present tense to be valued by the subject.

(i) dani (hu) rofe
Dani SG-MASC doctor
‘Dani is a doctor’

(ii) Zayd-un (huwa) l-malik-u
Zayd-NOM he the-king-NOM
‘Zayd is the king’

\textsuperscript{32} More adequately, given the optionality of być, the present tense feature in DCCs is [+D, (+V)]. The [+D] feature is adopted for simplicity given the troublesome categorial status of the word to.

\textsuperscript{33} Bondaruk (2019: 111) acknowledges that dropping the past/future verbal copula in DCCs like (34) triggers the present tense interpretation, but she does not correlate this fact with the presence/properties of to.

\textsuperscript{34} In Aristotelian terms, a sentence affirms/denies the subject’s predicate once it features the subject, the predicate, and tense, the three resulting in a proposition (Woodard 2018: 43).
The movement of the higher nominative DPs to SpecTP makes it ascribed the semantic content of T’ i.e., the temporally modified κ. This, as shown in section 2.2.1, is a configuration which produces the proposition whereby the denotations of the DP subject and T’ are anchored to the same state-of-affairs. This is manifested semantically by the existential binding of eventuality variables \( \exists e \) of expressions denoted in (37) and (40) owing to which they receive the value ‘true’, namely, they are asserted the property denoted by T’.

Section 2.2.3 below briefly outlines the derivation of Polish predicational and specificational DCCs on the basis of the considerations from sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2.

2.2.3. The EPP in DCCs: A revised formal account

For the sake of examination, we use examples (1)–(2) which Bondaruk (2019) uses in her own analysis of DCCs. The two examples are repeated below in (41)–(42). For convenience, we also repeat Zeiljstra’s (2012) upward Agree (43).

(41) Ta okolica to były obrzeża miasta
    *This neighbourhood was the outskirts of the city*

(42) Obrzeża miasta to była ta okolica
    *The outskirts of the city were this neighbourhood*

(43) Agree: a can Agree with b iff:
    a. a carries at least one uninterpretable feature and b carries a matching interpretable feature.
    b. b c-commands a.
    c. b is the closest goal to a.

35 The arguments Marek and lekarz are interpreted in SpecTP, so the function in (35) and (38) applies to the variables they leave behind in SpecPredP. Once the two arguments are identified in SpecTP (examples (37) and (40), respectively), the variables are replaced by the denotations of Marek and lekarz.
Let us now examine the derivation of the predicational DCC (41) at the moment when PredP merges with T, producing T'.

As shown in (44), the Agree relation between T and the verbal copula były ‘were’ follows in a ‘classic’ manner. This is because it does not involve DP with iφ-features and the uT-feature, and so it does not satisfy the subject requirement. Consequently, T probes down to have its uV-feature valued by the iV-feature which it locates on the copula (Goal). As a result of this Agree relation, the copula’s uT-feature is also valued by T’s iT-feature (Biberauer and Roberts 2010: 265, 270), which makes [Pred’] temporally modified. On the other hand, the Agree relation between T and DPs ta okolica ‘this neighbourhood’ and obrzeża miasta ‘the outskirts of the city’ follows in an upward manner. This is because it is expected to satisfy the subject requirement, for it takes place between T and DP with the [iφ, uT] featural matrix. Since in (44) two DPs carry the uT-feature, by virtue of (43a) both function as Probes and probe upwards to have their features valued by the iT-feature which they locate on T (Goal). Since at this step in all Agree instances between T and the two DPs the iT-feature c-commands the uT-features, no movement of a uT-feature bearing item to SpecTP is required for Agree to take place. This follows from the inherent Tense-related property of T (see section 2.2.1). As for the multiple valuation of DPs’ uT-features, it yields no relativised minimality effects (contra Bondaruk 2019), for being initiated by DPs and not by T, no alternative Goal intervenes between multiple Probes. Multiple Agree thus proceeds with no additional assumptions. The next step involves the valuation of T’s uφ-features. By virtue of (43a), this valuation is initiated by T and since T’s property is not inherently nominal (see section 2.2.1), it necessitates the movement of the iφ-features-bearing item to SpecTP. Notice that despite the fact that both Bondaruk (2019) and the present approach take DP1 to move to SpecTP in predicational DCCs, only in (44) does the movement of DP1 receive a principled explanation. First, it moves because it is the only legitimate DP to move (DP2 is syntactically and semantically part of the complex predicate [Pred’]). Second, it moves so that Agree between it and T may take place and this is only possible when DP’s iφ-features c-command T’s uφ-features. The movement thus satisfies (43c). It is shown by dotted lines in (45). Having moved there, the subject DP is lexically identified in TP, which makes its denotation and the denotation of the predicate anchored to the same state-of-affairs. This is schematised in (46), where the subject is ascribed the semantic content of the temporally modified [Pred’] (ε). This step results in the formation of the proposition that asserts that there is an eventuality in which the state of being city outskirts holds of the specific neighbourhood.
The same constraints apply to specificalional DCCs like (42). The Agree relation between $T$ and the verbal copula follows downwards for it does not satisfy the subject requirement. $T$ thus probes down to have its $uV$-feature valued by the $iV$-feature of "była\'was\'. As a result of this Agree, "była\'was\' also has its $uT$-feature valued by $T$'s $iT$-feature. The Agree between $T$ and the two DPs follows upwards, for it involves DPs with the $[iφ, uT]$ featural matrix and, hence, is expected to satisfy the subject requirement. By virtue of (43a), the two DPs which carry the $uT$-features probe upwards to have them valued against $T$'s $iT$-feature. As in (44), the $iT$-feature $c$-commands $uT$-features so Agree is satisfied without resorting to movement. No relativised minimality effects follow either since no alternative Goal intervenes between the two DP Probes. This multiple Agree procedure is shown in (47). The next instance of Agree involves the valuation of $T$'s $uφ$-features which, by virtue of (43a), is initiated by $T$. Since $T$'s property is not inherently nominal, it necessitates the movement of DP to SpecTP. As in (44), and in contradistinction to Bondaruk (2019), only DP$_1$ is legitimate to move, for DP$_2$ is syntactically and semantically part of [Pred$'$].

---

36 Notice that the valuation of the uTopic-feature carried by the predicative DP$_1$ is now also unproblematic, for not only is there no relativised minimality effects, but also no feature-tandem phenomenon is necessary to move the predicative DP$_1$ to SpecTP. Its movement now stems directly from (43a-c).
Having moved to SpecTP, the DP *obrzeża miasta* is lexically identified in TP and the denotations of this DP and that of the predicate are anchored to the same state-of-affairs. This is shown in (48), where the subject is ascribed the semantic content of the temporally modified [Pred’] (ρ). This step, as in the case of the predicational DCC, results in the formation of the proposition which asserts that there is an eventuality in which the existence of the specific neighbourhood determines of whom the property of city outskirts holds.

Given the above considerations, the troublesome EPP-feature becomes redundant, for the requirement that SpecTP be lexically occupied is now formally motivated. It holds to compensate for T’s lack of the inherent nominal property rendered formally as uφ-features. T must then probe for the iφ-features of DP, which necessitates the movement of DP to SpecTP. This creates the configuration where DP’s iφ-features c-command T’s uφ-features so that: (i) – Agree between the two may take place; (ii) – the denotation of the temporally modified [Pred’] can be ascribed to DP in SpecTP. Furthermore, the subject requirement is now constrained. It can only probe for the iφ-features of the closer DP (DP₂) because DP₂ (in both predicational and specificalional DCCs) is syntactically and semantically part of the complex predicate [Pred’] whose semantic content is ascribed to the denotation of DP₁ once the latter lands in SpecTP. The derivation outlined here also holds of predicational (49) and specificalional (50) DCCs featuring 1st and 2nd person pronouns in which φ-agreement is determined by the person hierarchy (51)–(52) (Bondaruk 2019: 126).³⁷

³⁷ The issue of what motivates the person hierarchy in DCCs is not relevant for this scrutiny and will be omitted.
My to jesteśmy złodzieje
We-1PL-NOM COP are-1PL thieves-3PL
'We are thieves.'

Szczęściarz to jesteś ty
lucky man-3SG-NOM COP are-2SG you-2SG-NOM
'A lucky man is you.'

If NP$_1$ is 1$^a$ or 2$^a$ person, then it can and will agree thereby blocking NP$_2$ agreement.

Only if NP$_1$ is 3$^a$ person, will NP$_2$ agreement be possible.

In (49)–(50) nothing changes as regards the binary structure of proposition. DP$_1$ is invariably expected to move to SpecTP because DP$_2$ is semantically and syntactically part of [Pred']. What changes only is the way φ-features valuation operates (see immediately below). With respect to the above, Bondaruk’s (2019) approach to the derivation of Polish DCCs not only fails to provide a coherent syntax-semantic rendition of the subject requirement, but also leaves the reason for the satisfaction of the subject requirement by two different DPs unaccounted for. On the basis of considerations from sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, we conclude that it should, therefore, be rejected on both formal and semantic grounds. Before we conclude our examination, let us briefly discuss two issues which require additional comments in terms of the approach adopted here.

The first issue concerns agreement in DCCs with two nominative 3$^a$ person DPs which is always controlled by DP$_2$. In our approach, such an agreement cannot come from Agree in φ-features between T and DP$_2$, for it is DP$_1$ which moves to SpecTP and values T’s uφ-features. But dispensing, as we have done, with Chomsky’s (2001) case checking as a reflex of φ-features valuation, allows for an alternative. Since the nominative case feature is the uT-feature, the verbal copula need not be defective and can have a full set of uφ-features. We propose that having them, it acts as a Probe and values them against DP$_2$’s iφ-features, which yields φ-agreement controlled by DP$_2$ in (41)–(42). We thus end up with two φ-features Agree relations (between T-DP$_1$ and Pred-DP$_2$) which serve different formal needs. We surmise that these two relations are necessitated formally because DCCs feature two nominative 3$^a$ person DPs which are both potential subjects expected to engage in operations that yield ‘subject effects’ i.e., SpecTP-movement and subject-verb agreement. The latter is thus ‘taken care of’ by φ-agreement between the copula and DP$_2$ and the former emerges due to φ-agreement between T and DP$_1$. This scenario also holds of DCCs with 3$^a$ person DP$_1$ (e.g. (50)), although here it results from the person hierarchy (cf. (51)–(52)). In DCCs with 1$^a$ or 2$^a$ person DP$_1$ (e.g. (49)) the person hierarchy predicts that the two subject effects will crop up due to φ-agreement between T and DP$_1$ only. In such cases, we follow Bondaruk (2019) and Citko, claiming that być ‘to be’ is defective, thereby lacking φ-features.

---

38 For Bondaruk (2019), in (49) the satisfaction of the EPP-requirement and T’s φ-features valuation are performed by DP$_1$ and in (50) they are divorced, DP$_1$ satisfying the former and DP$_2$ the latter. Her account thus continues with formal shortcomings from the analysis of DCCs with two nominative 3$^a$ person DPs (section 1).
The second issue concerns the very legitimacy of postulating upwards Agree, an odd man out which holds exclusively of the finite T and the nominative TP, just to account for the fact that SpecTP must be occupied. Nevertheless, such a postulation is nothing else than the EPP-requirement, only motivated and constrained by syntax-semantic considerations. In Chomsky (2001: 4), for instance, it is T’s EPP-feature that allows DP to move to Spec of T. The satisfaction of the EPP-feature is thus dependent on the spec-head relation obtained by moving the nominative DP to SpecTP (cf. also Lasnik 2001: 357). In the present approach, the same spec-head relation has to be maintained so that Agree between T and the nominative DP takes place. Here, however, it is not T’s EPP-feature, but its uφ-features that necessitate the movement of the iφ-features-bearing item. Making the subject requirement dependent on the valuation of φ-features, apart from motivating it formally, also has another advantage. It allows us to correlate it with the very syntax-semantic prominence of the nominative argument which, as Haider (2016: 26) observes, is the defining property of SVO languages. Because the nominative argument in languages like Polish or English must be confined to a functional position in a functional projection above νP, Agree between T and the nominative DP operates upwards, thereby receiving a natural and principled explanation.39

3. Concluding remarks

This paper shows that the satisfaction of the EPP/subject requirement in Polish DCCs as based on downward and selective multiple Agree, the relational notion of predication and the EPP-feature is formally and semantically untenable. It results in a number of problematic phenomena (e.g. the satisfaction of T’s EPP- and uφ-features by two different DPs or multiple valuation of DPs’ u-case features as nominative by T) which conspire to a purely configurational rendition of the EPP requirement. Its satisfaction not only lacks formal motivation and requires additional assumptions to bypass locality conditions such as Defective Intervention Constraint and Relativised Minimality, but also leaves the distribution of two nominative DPs unaccounted for.

The novel proposal advanced here argues for a simpler and more straightforward rendition of the subject requirement in Polish DCCs which is satisfied not by the EPP-feature, but by upward Agree between T and the pre-copular nominative DP. This Agree operation only takes place once DP’s iφ-features c-command T’s uφ-features, the proposal motivated by semantic properties of and relations between the finite T, the subject DP and the νP/VP predicate. As a follow-up to this, the post-copular nominative DP is taken to form, together with the verbal copula być ‘to be’, a complex predicate separated syntactically and semantically from the pre-copular nominative DP. The validity of this idea is substantiated by a detail-oriented semantics-based examination of the derivation of DCCs.

We thus end up with a bipartite structure of proposition, whereby the subject (pre-copular nominative DP) in SpecTP is necessarily ascribed the semantic property of T’, the tensed

39 In SOV/VSO languages where the obligatory pre-verbal subject position appears to be missing (e.g. Haider 2015; McCloskey 1996), Agree between T and the nominative DP would proceed in a downward fashion or, in the absence of the subject (e.g. in Irish subject-less clauses – see McCloskey 1996), would not take place at all.
predicate (być + post-copular nominative DP). SpecTP-movement and the subject requirement are thus rendered as two sides of the same coin and both receive formal and semantic motivation. Also, the subject requirement is now constrained, being invariably satisfied by the higher (pre-copular) nominative DP. This is due to the fact that the post-copular nominative DP is syntactically and semantically part of the complex predicate and, hence, illegitimate to occupy the subject position in SpecTP. As a result, locality conditions on movement are satisfied without recourse to additional assumptions.
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